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Lab Safety - still a university lab issue

• UCLA laboratory safety standards on trial

• “family pushed for accountability from 
researcher in charge & for better safety standards 
in academic labs”

• “UCLA spent $4.5M on professor’s defence”

• http://discovermagazine.com/2015/june/20-
death-in-the-lab
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“Death in the Lab”    Discover Magazine, June 2015

http://discovermagazine.com/2015/june/20-death-in-the-lab


Academic Institutional Safety Training
Brief Overview of a Canadian University perspective
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York University Institutional safety training

 Undergraduate & graduate students
 Faculty



York University Human Resources
Health, Safety & Employee Well-Being - Health & Safety Training
 Undergraduates & Graduate Students
 Once every 3 years (3 hours per course) for any laboratory work:

 Minimum WHIMS II
 Biosafety - to work in lab with biologicals
 Compressed Gas Cylinder Safety - if appropriate
 Laboratory specific training (on-going) 

 Specialty training:
 Radiation Safety if working with isotopes
 X-Ray Safety if working in X-Ray diffraction - just access to area

 http://hr.info.yorku.ca/health-safety-training/

Faculty Safety Officer
 “Solvents” training (chemical handling & volatile rooms):

 To access the solvent storage (blowout) room
 Located in common Science Stores area
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http://hr.info.yorku.ca/health-safety-training/


York University Dept. of Occupational Health & Safety
 Faculty (Principle Investigators)
 Same as students plus overview of:

 Occupational Health & Safety Act
 Biosafety: Full Training
 Accident Investigation (online)
 Reporting accidents
 Workplace Violence
 Harassment

 Typically by web-seminars

 This occurs by law every 3 years
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 Principle Investigators safety training within their laboratories
 Varies by Principle Investigator
 It is laboratory specific
 Some PI’s have guideline documents, some don’t
 PI and senior lab designate do the training & monitoring as necessary

 OHS does a safety audit of all PI laboratories once a year

 Specialty training:
 Usually instrument specific
 X-Ray Safety training working in X-Ray crystallography

- specific to instrument, need radiation badges
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 In General -
 Everyone is fine at beginning
 Can become rather lax quickly there after
 Laboratory safety comes with experience in lab
 Students will take short cuts - leads to problems

 On-going safety needs to be trained & kept foremost in mind
 The “spirit” of the rules in addition to the letter of the law
 On-going - in order to work safely & prevent injury/infection -

& BAD data

 Industry
 Why this matters - need it when they go to industry lab
 Not up to their safety standards
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Laboratory Safety is an ongoing challenge  - the difficulty is buy-in



 Student leaving soundproof enclosure open so they can hold samples being sonicated
 Students complaining about their hearing & concerns about infection/contamination
 Typically “non compliant” students go to other PI labs to use their sonicators
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Audette Laboratory equipment  - other student’s using it
Sonicator with lid open



 Classic example of undergraduate student being lax with lab safety
 Container didn’t have lids on properly - biological spill
 Undergraduate student did not clean up after the spill
 Caused a lot extra work to clean up the centrifuge due to biological contamination 
 Thankfully only clean up and not damage to the instrument
 Requires ongoing vigilance & continuous training - undergraduate student turn over
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Audette Laboratory equipment  - other student’s using it
Floor centrifuge



• PhD student notices in Dec 2016 “a lot of white powder” in corridors of UofT laboratory building
• Faculty & students working in area not informed of asbestos dust until at least 1 month later
• Major lack of communications & safety training by DOHS on asbestos exposure
• Health implications of known carcinogen
• Ontario Ministry of Labor ongoing investigation
• Results in major UofT DOHS protocols being changed
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“Globe & Mail, April 2017

Academic Institutional Safety Training
NOT confined to a specific lab safety program



Audette Laboratory ISO/IEC 17025 Quality Management System
Laboratory Safety Manual TOC
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Signoff on reading Laboratory Safety Manual



Laboratory Safety Manual Examples
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Laboratory Safety Manual Examples
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Academic Institutional Safety Training
In summary
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 General Discussion -
 All YorkU students get training and everyone is fine at beginning
 The challenge is laziness (buy-in) and people becoming rather lax there after
 Laboratory safety comes with experience in lab - it’s a mind set!
 People will take short cuts - which can lead to problems

 With our ISO/IEC 17025 QMS Laboratory Safety Manual approach,  on-going 
safety is trained & kept foremost in mind

 The “spirit” of the rules in addition to the letter of the law
 Mistakes can happen, but occur less often 
 On-going - in order to work safely & prevent injury/infection - & prevent BAD data

 Industry
 Why this matters – students need it when they go to an industry lab
 Our students have a better understanding and training in laboratory safety so they 

can more easily become up to speed to the specific industries safety standards
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